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Many models of high energy physics possess metastable vacua. It is conceivable that the universe
can get trapped in such a false vacuum, irrespective of its origin and prior history, at an earlier
stage during its evolution. The ensuing false vacuum inflation results in a cold and empty universe
and has a generic graceful exit problem. We show that an inflection point inflation along the flat
directions of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) can resolve this graceful exit
problem by inflating the bubble which nucleate out of a false vacuum. The important point is that
the initial condition for an MSSM inflation can be naturally realized, due to an attractor behavior
towards the inflection point. We investigate these issues in detail and also present an example where
metastable vacua, hence the false vacuum inflation, can happen within the MSSM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metastable vacua can be found in supersymmetric and
non-supersymmetric theories. In particular, they are be-
lieved to be common in string theory, known as string
landscape [1]. Irrespective of the very initial conditions of
the universe, it is likely that as the universe expanded it
found itself trapped inside a false vacuum at some point.
A false vacuum would lead to a homogeneous and an
isotropic universe by virtue of inflation [2]. The universe
would eventually tunnel to either a lower nearest vac-
uum or to the lowest available ground state. In either
case graceful exit from a false vacuum inflation remains
a challenge, i.e. to end up with an observable universe
consisting of the Standard Model (SM) baryons and cold
dark matter and with the right amplitude of density per-
turbations [3].
One can imagine tunneling from a false vacuum fol-
lowed by a phase of slow roll inflation. This secondary
phase of inflation would inflate the bubble to the size
of an observable patch and generated the desired den-
sity perturbations. Also, (dark) matter would be created
during the reheating phase with an abundance which is
in agreement with cosmological observations [3, 4].
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) provides all the necessary ingredients for a
successful slow roll inflation [5, 6, 7, 8]. The inflaton
candidates are two flat directions consisting of squarks
and sleptons: udd (where u and d denote right-handed
up type and down type squarks respectively) and LLe
(where L denote left-handed sleptons and e denotes a
right handed charged slepton). There is also a candidate
with a minimal extension of the Standard Model (SM)
gauge group; the NHuL flat direction, where N is
a right-handed sneutrino and Hu is the Higgs which
gives mass to up-type quarks [7]. The supersymmetric
flat directions, which are classified by gauge invariant
combinations of superfields, have a vanishing potential
in the limit of an exact supersymmetry 1. However
various contributions such as soft supersymmetry break-
ing terms and higher order superpotential terms lift
the flatness of the potential [9]. MSSM inflation has
remarkable properties which we summarize below:
• There is no singlet field (with ad-hoc mass and cou-
plings) involved in order to explain inflation. The
inflaton candidates are made up of fields which are
charged under the SM gauge symmetry, their cou-
plings are known, and their masses are well moti-
vated by the requirement of a low scale supersym-
metry. It guarantees reheating to the SM degrees
of freedom [5, 6]. Furthermore the parameter space
of the model is compatible with thermal supersym-
metric dark matter [14, 15].
• Inflation occurs at sub-Planckian VEVs and with
large number of e-foldings. The flatness of the po-
tential also allows a phase of eternal inflation [5, 5].
The parameter space allows a wide range of scalar
spectral index which matches the observed ampli-
tude of the perturbations and the spectral tilt. In
particular spectral index can vary within a wide
range 0.92 ≤ ns ≤ 1.0 without affecting much the
amplitude of the perturbations [6, 14, 16].
• Inflation happens at a low scale which guaran-
tees that the model is insensitive to possible trans-
Planckian corrections, and also supergravity cor-
rections [6]. The low scale also helps solving the
moduli and the gravitino problems [6].
1 MSSM flat directions have many applications, for example
Aﬄeck-Dine baryogenesis [10], curvaton mechanism [11], reheat-
ing and thermalization [12], and generation of primordial mag-
netic fields [13].
2Given these remarkable properties a question remains
as how natural the initial conditions for MSSM infla-
tion are. Since the scale of inflation is very low, i.e.
HMSSM ∼ O(1) GeV [5, 6], it is considered to be a chal-
lenging task to obtain the right initial conditions for in-
flation to occur. However as we shall show in this paper
this issue is addressed rather naturally if the universe
undergoes a phase of false vacuum inflation 2. The key
point is that MSSM inflation happens near a point of in-
flection. Interestingly, we find that the inflection point
has as an attractor behavior in a background of false
vacuum inflation. This implies that at late times the in-
flaton will end up near the point of inflection largely in-
dependently of its initial conditions. In a false vacuum,
the bulk of space will undergo inflation forever. Hence
most of the bubbles that nucleate after a long enough
time would have the right initial conditions for MSSM
inflation. This second phase of inflation begins when the
flat direction inflaton dominates the energy density in-
side the bubble, and eventually leads to an emergence of
the observable universe. We also show that it is possible
to obtain metastable vacua along some other MSSM flat
direction(s), which are orthogonal to the inflaton candi-
dates, without adding any extra fields. This would lead
to an intriguing possibility that the entire episode could
happen within MSSM.
We begin this paper with a brief review of MSSM in-
flation. Then we move on to exploring the MSSM pa-
rameter space in the light of new WMAP data. Next we
describe how initial conditions can be set during a phase
of false vacuum inflation as a virtue of the attractive be-
havior of the inflection point. We then show that MSSM
can allow false vacua at large VEVs. Finally we close
with a discussion and conclusions.
II. A BRIEF ON MSSM INFLATION
Let us recapitulate the main features of MSSM flat di-
rection inflation [5, 6]. The udd and LLe flat directions
are lifted by higher order superpotential terms of the fol-
lowing form [18]
W ⊃ λ
6
Φ6
M3
P
, (1)
where λ ∼ O(1). The scalar component of Φ superfield,
denoted by φ, is given by
φ =
u+ d+ d√
3
, φ =
L+ L+ e√
3
, (2)
for the udd and LLe flat directions respectively.
2 Ref. [17] discusses how the initial conditions can be set up within
a string landscape.
After minimizing the potential along the angular di-
rection θ, we can situate the real part of φ by rotating it
to the corresponding angles θmin. The scalar potential is
then found to be [5, 6]
V (φ) =
1
2
m2φ φ
2 −A λφ
6
6M6
P
+ λ2
φ10
M6
P
, (3)
where mφ and A are the soft breaking mass and the A-
term respectively (A is a positive quantity since its phase
is absorbed by a redefinition of θ during the process).
A. Inflation near a point of inflection
Provided that
A2
40m2φ
≡ 1 + 4α2 , (4)
where α2 ≪ 1, there exists a point of inflection in V (φ)
φ0 =
(
mφM
3
P
λ
√
10
)1/4
+O(α2) , (5)
V ′′(φ0) = 0 , (6)
at which
V (φ0) =
4
15
m2φφ
2
0 +O(α2) , (7)
V ′(φ0) = 4α
2m2φφ0 +O(α4) , (8)
V ′′′(φ0) = 32
m2φ
φ0
+O(α2) . (9)
From now on we only keep the leading order terms in all
expressions. Note that in gravity-mediated SUSY break-
ing, the A-term and the soft SUSY breaking mass are of
the same order of magnitude as the gravitino mass, i.e.
mφ ∼ A ∼ m3/2 ∼ (100 GeV − 1 TeV). Therefore the
condition in Eq. (4) can indeed be satisfied. We then
have φ0 ∼ O(1014 GeV).
Inflation occurs within an interval
|φ− φ0| ∼ φ
3
0
60M2
P
, (10)
in the vicinity of the point of inflection, within which
the slow roll parameters ǫ ≡ (M2P/2)(V ′/V )2 and η ≡
M2P(V
′′/V ) are smaller than 1. The Hubble expansion
rate during inflation is given by
HMSSM ≃ 1√
45
mφφ0
MP
∼ (100 MeV − 1 GeV) . (11)
The amplitude of density perturbations δH and the scalar
spectral index ns are given by [6, 16]:
δH =
8√
5π
mφMP
φ20
1
∆2
sin2[NCOBE
√
∆2] , (12)
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FIG. 1: ns is plotted as a function of δH for different values
of mφ. The 2σ region for δH is shown by the blue horizontal
band and the 2σ allowed region of ns is shown by the vertical
green band. The 1σ allowed region of ns is within the solid
vertical lines. We choose λ = 1.
and
ns = 1− 4
√
∆2 cot[NCOBE
√
∆2], (13)
respectively where
∆2 ≡ 900α2N−2
COBE
(MP
φ0
)4
. (14)
NCOBE is the number of e-foldings between the time
when the observationally relevant perturbations are gen-
erated till the end of inflation and follows: NCOBE ≃
66.9 + (1/4)ln(V (φ0)/M
4
P) ∼ 50, provided that the uni-
verse is immediately thermalized after the end of infla-
tion [19]. We note that reheating after MSSM infla-
tion is very fast, due to gauge couplings of the infla-
ton to gauge/gaugino fields, and results in a radiation-
dominated universe within few Hubble times after the
end of inflation [6].
B. Parameter space of MSSM inflation
A remarkable property of MSSM inflation, which is due
to inflation occurring near a point of inflection, is that
it can give rise to a wide range of scalar spectral index.
This is in clear distinction with other models (for exam-
ple, chaotic inflation, hybrid inflation, natural inflation,
etc. [24]) and makes the model very robust. Indeed it
can yield a spectral index within the whole 2σ allowed
range by 5-year WMAP data 0.934 ≤ ns ≤ 0.988 3. This
happens for
2× 10−6 ≤ ∆2 ≤ 5.2× 10−6 . (15)
In Fig. (1), we show δH as a function of ns for different
values of mφ. The horizontal blue band shows the 2σ
experimental band for δH . The vertical green shaded
region is the 2σ experimental band for ns. The region
enclosed by solid lines shows the 1σ experimental allowed
region.
We find that smaller values of mφ are preferred for
smaller values of ns. We also find that the allowed range
of mφ is 90 − 330 GeV for the experimental ranges of
ns and δH . This figure is drawn for λ ≃ 1, which is
natural in the context of effective field theory (unless it
is suppressed due to some symmetry). Smaller values of
λ will lead to an increase in mφ [14].
III. FALSE VACUUM INFLATION
It is conceivable that the universe gets trapped in a
metastable vacuum at some stage irrespective of how it
began 4, or whether it went though an early phase of
inflation at high scales 5.
Once the energy density of the false vacuum dominates,
inflation begins and the universe undergoes accelerated
expansion with a constant Hubble rate Hfalse. False vac-
uum is not stable and decays via bubble nucleation. The
rate per volume for the decay of a metastable vacuum to
the true vacuum takes the form
Γ/V = C exp (−∆SE) , (16)
where C is a one-loop determinant and ∆SE is the dif-
ference in Euclidean actions between the instanton and
the background with larger cosmological constant. The
3 Note that for for α2 = 0, Eqs. (12,13) are reduced to the case of a
saddle point inflation, for which the spectral index is strictly 0.92,
for details see [5]. For α2 < 0, the spectral index will be smaller
than the 0.92, which is more than 3σ away from observations.
The more interesting case, as pointed out in [6], happens for
α2 > 0.
4 A very attractive scenario to conceive our universe is through
a bouncing cosmology [20] or cyclic universe [21]. In all these
proposals it is still possible to realize a false vacuum inflation
at later times, as the existence of a false vacuum is common to
a filed content and an effective field theory. Therefore, neither
cyclic nor bouncing cosmology is in contradiction with a (later)
stage false vacuum inflation. There are also proposals of creating
perturbations through closed strings [22] during the Hagedorn
phase of strings.
5 Foremost there are plethora of models of inflation inspired from
string theory [23] and particle physics [24]. However, in the
former reheating to the observable sector remains a challenging
task [25], while the latter generically invokes an absolute gauge
singlets to drive inflation with the couplings and masses put by
hand to match observations.
4determinant C can at most be C . M4P, simply because
MP is the largest scale available, and estimates (ignoring
metric fluctuations) give a value as small as C ∼ r−40 ,
with r0 the instanton bubble radius [26, 27]. Therefore if
we look at a decay rate in a (comoving) Hubble volume,
we find
Γ .
M4P
H3
false
exp (−∆SE) . (17)
Especially with a large Hubble scale Hfalse, the associ-
ated decay time is much longer than H−1
false
, given that
typically ∆SE ≫ 1. This implies that most of the space
is locked in the false vacuum and inflate forever, while
bubble nucleation creates pockets of true vacuum whose
size grow only linearly in time.
A. Quantum Fluctuations of MSSM inflaton
During false vacuum inflation quantum fluctuations
displace any scalar field whose mass is smaller thanHfalse.
The question is whether these fluctuations can push the
MSSM inflaton sufficiently to the plateau of its poten-
tial around the point of inflection φ0, see Eqs. (5,10).
If MSSM inflaton begins with a small VEV φ < φ0,
the mass term in Eq. (3) dominates. Hence, for any
Hfalse > O(TeV), it obtains a quantum jump, induced
by the false vacuum inflation, of length Hfalse/2π, within
each Hubble time [28] 6. These jumps superimpose in
a random walk fashion, which is eventually counterbal-
anced by the classical slow roll due to the mass term,
resulting in [28]
〈φ2〉 = 3H
4
false
8π2m2φ
[
1− exp
(
− 2m
2
φ
3Hfalse
t
)]
, (18)
which for t→∞ yields
φr.m.s =
√
3
8π2
H2
false
mφ
. (19)
If φr.m.s ≥ φ0, then φ will lie near φ0, see Eq. (5),in
many regions of space. This requires that
Hfalse ≥
(8π2
3
)1/4
(mφφ0)
1/2 >∼ 108 GeV. (20)
φr.m.s settles at its final value when t > 3Hfalse/2m
2
φ,
which amounts to
Nfalse >
3
2
(Hfalse
mφ
)2
>∼ 1016, (21)
e-foldings of false vacuum inflation. The large number of
e-foldings required is not problematic as inflation in the
false vacuum is eternal in nature.
6 To be more precise, the quantum fluctuations have a Gaussian
distribution, and the r.m.s (root mean square) value of the modes
which exit the inflationary Hubble patch within one Hubble time
is given by Hfalse/2pi.
B. Inflection point as a dynamical attractor
In general the MSSM inflaton can have a VEV above
the point of inflection φ > φ0 and/or a large velocity φ˙
at the beginning of false vacuum inflation. In this case
the classical motion of the field becomes important. This
is found from the equation of motion,
φ¨+ 3Hfalseφ˙ = −V ′(φ) , (22)
where V (φ) is given by Eq. (3). There are typically three
regimes in the evolution of φ field, which we discuss be-
low.
1. Oscillatory regime
If the initial VEV of φ, denoted by φi, is such that
V ′′(φi) > H
2
false
, then it starts in the oscillatory regime.
It can be seen from Eq. (5) that for φ >∼ φ0 the last term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) dominates V (φ), i.e.
V (φ) ∝ φ10. Hence we are in the oscillatory phase if
φi >∼ φtr ∼ (HfalseM3P)1/4. (23)
For V (φ) ∝ φn, the Hubble expansion redshifts the am-
plitude of oscillations ∝ a−6/n+2 (where a is the scale
factor of the universe) [29]. In the case at hand n = 10,
implying that φ ∝ a−1/2, which during false vacuum in-
flation reads φ ∝ exp(−Hfalset/2). Oscillations end once
φ is redshifted down to the VEV in Eq. (23). The max-
imum time spent in the oscillatory regime (happening if
φi ∼MP) is found to be
tosc <
1
2
H−1
false
ln
( MP
Hfalse
)
, (24)
which amounts to several e-foldings of false vacuum in-
flation.
2. Kinetic energy dominance regime
If φi < φtr, then V
′′(φ) < H2
false
, and the poten-
tial is flat during false vacuum inflation. The dynam-
ics of φ in this case depends on its initial velocity de-
noted by φ˙i. If φ˙
2
i > 2V (φi), we are in the kinetic
energy dominance phase where ρφ ≈ φ˙2/2, which im-
plies that φ¨ ≈ −3Hfalseφ˙. Hence in this regime we have
φ˙ ∝ exp(−3Hfalset) which results in
φ− φi = 1− exp[−3Hfalse(t− ti)]
3Hfalse
φ˙i. (25)
It is seen that the maximum distance that φ can move
during this phase is φ˙/3Hfalse. Hence, if φi > φ0, the
field will end up at φ > φ0, provided that φi − φ0 >
−φ˙i/3Hfalse. This implies that the inflaton will overshoot
the point of inflection only if it begins very close to φ0
5and has a large negative velocity initially. It is interesting
to note that φ can end up above the point of inflection
even if φi < φ0, provided that φ˙i > 3Hfalse(φ0 − φi).
The kinetic energy dominance regime ends when φ˙2 ∼
2V (φ). Thus, since φ˙ ∝ exp(−3Hfalset), the duration of
this phase is given by
tkin <∼
1
6
H−1
false
ln
( φ˙2i
2V (φ0)
)
, (26)
which is typically a few e-foldings of false vacuum infla-
tion.
3. Slow roll regime
Once an initial phase of oscillations or kinetic en-
ergy dominance ends, φ starts a slow roll motion to-
wards φ0
7. The equation of motion in this regime
is 3Hfalseφ˙ + V
′(φ) ≈ 0. Initially the field is under
the influence of the non-renormalizable potential, i.e.
V (φ) ∝ φ10, for which
φ
φi
≃
(
1 +
4
(15)
V ′′(φi)
Hfalse
t
)
−
1
8
. (27)
This part of motion takes a maximum time
tnon ∼ 2H−1false
(
H2false
V ′′(φi)
)(φtr
φ0
)8
∼ 2H−1
false
(Hfalse
mφ
)2
,
(28)
which amounts to ∼ (Hfalse/mφ)2 e-foldings of false vac-
uum inflation.
As φ moves toward φ0, the φ
10 term becomes in-
creasingly smaller. Eventually, for φ ≈ φ0, we have
V ′(φ) = V ′(φ0) + V
′′′(φ0)(φ − φ0)2/2. As we will see,
this is the longest part of φ journey. We would like to
find how long does it take for φ to reach the edge of
the plateau in Eq. (10). Outside the plateau, V ′(φ0) is
subdominant, see Eqs. (8, 9), and hence we obtain
φ˙ = −32m
2
φ(φ− φ0)2
3Hfalseφ0
. (29)
This results in
(φ − φ0) ≈ 3Hfalseφ0
32m2φt
, (30)
for large t. Therefore the inflection point acts as an at-
tractor for the classical equation of motion. After using
7 It will be in the slow roll regime from the beginning if φi < φytr
and φ˙2i < V (φ0).
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FIG. 2: We plot φ (scaled by φ0) as a function of time for
φi = 10 and φ˙i = 100, with Hfalse = 10
3mφ. There is an
initial oscillatory phase since V ′′(φi) ≥ H
2
false. It ends quickly
as the amplitude of oscillations decreases fast due to Hubble
expansion. Then the slow roll motion begins which lasts much
longer.
Eq. (10), we find the time that it takes for φ to reach the
edge of the plateau 8
tslow >∼ 180H−1false
(Hfalse
mφ
)2(MP
φ0
)2
, (31)
which amounts to >∼ 1010 e-foldings of false vacuum in-
flation (note that φ0 ∼ 1014 GeV, and Hfalse > mφ). It
is seen from Eqs. (24,26,28,31) that the total time that it
takes for φ to settle within the plateau is dictated by the
slow roll regime. Hence the total number of e-foldings
required to achieve this is given by
Nfalse >∼ 180
(Hfalse
mφ
)2(MP
φ0
)2
> 1010. (32)
After this time φ is settled within the plateau in the
bulk of the inflating space. This implies that the bubbles
which nucleate henceforth have the right initial condi-
tions for a subsequent stage of MSSM inflation.
C. Numerical Results
Figs. (2,3) show the evolution of φ for initial conditions
φi = 10 and φ˙i = 100. We have chosen Hfalse = 10
3mφ.
We have scaled φ by φ0 ∼ 1014 GeV, see Eq. (5), φ˙ by
Hfalseφ0 and time by H
−1
false
. Fig (2) shows the initial
8 Actually this will be faster due to effect of quantum fluctuations.
As φ gets closer to the inflection point, V ′(φ) becomes smaller.
Once V ′(φ) ∼ 3H3
false
/2pi, quantum jumps dominate the slow
roll motion. This happens at (φ−φ0) ∼ (3H3falseφ0/32pim
2
φ)
1/2.
From this point on fluctuations take over and move φ to the
plateau in random walk fashion.
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FIG. 3: The slow roll phase for the same initial conditions as
in Fig. (2). It lasts very long but the field asymptotes to the
point of inflection φ0 with φ˙→ 0.
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FIG. 4: We plot initial values of φ versus φ˙ forHfalse = 10
2mφ.
The dots show the initial values for which φ settles to ±φ0
and the white bands ∩ show the critically damped regions
where φ settles to zero.
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FIG. 5: Same as in Fig. (4) for Hfalse = 10
3mφ.
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FIG. 6: Same as in Fig. (4) for Hfalse = 10
4mφ.
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FIG. 7: We plot φ as a function of time when φ does not settle
to φ0 for two sets of initial conditions: φi = 0.5, φ˙i = 28 (top
panel) and φi = 0.5, φ˙i = −2 (bottom panel). We have
chosen Hfalse = 10
2mφ. These are the typical trajectories for
∩ shaped bands shown in Figs. (4,5,6).
oscillatory phase (note that φi > φtr). Oscillations end
within few Hubble times as discussed before, see Eq. (24).
Fig. (3) shows the subsequent slow roll motion of φ to-
wards φ0, during which φ→ φ0 and φ˙→ 0. We see that,
as explained before, the slow roll phase takes a much
longer time than the oscillatory phase. The attractor be-
havior holds for larger values of Hfalse, but it takes longer
for φ to settle within the plateau of the potential around
φ0, in agreement with Eq. (32).
7The attractor behavior holds for a wide range of initial
values of φ and φ˙. This feature is evident in Figs. (4,5,6),
where we have randomly generated 20, 000 points forH =
102mφ, 10
3mφ, 10
4mφ respectively. The black dots are
generated when φ settles to φ0 or -φ0. For Fig. (4), about
70% of the generated points are in the dots. The situation
gets better for larger values of Hfalse: in Figs. (5,6) the
number of dots are about 85% and 90% of the generated
points respectively. Note that in large parts of the phase
space φ begins in the oscillatory phase.
Points inside the ∩ shaped white bands show the initial
conditions for which φ does not settle at φ0 or (−φ0) at
late times 9. Here we focus on the inner most band as
the outer ones correspond to initial conditions for which
the field ends up being in the inner most band in the
course of its motion. The left leg of the band starts at
the origin which is expected: as long as φi < φ0 and
φ˙i = 0, φ will never make it to the point of inflection.
The leg is tilted to the left (φ˙ < 0) instead of being
vertical, which can be understood as follows. For φi > φ0
the field eventually settles at φ0 unless it has a large
negative velocity. In this case it starts in the kinetic
dominance regime and overshoots φ0 before the slow roll
regime begins. However, if the negative velocity becomes
very large, the field will also overshoot −φ0 on the other
side before the slow roll motion begins. In this case it
will eventually settle at −φ0, which is also a point of
inflection and equally good for MSSM inflation.
As we move to larger φ the left leg turns into a hori-
zontal band. This signals that φi approaches φtr. Since
V ′′(φtr) ∼ H2false, the motion is critically damped around
this point. This implies a fast roll motion, and hence φ
will overshoot φ0 even if its initial velocity φ˙i is zero. In
fact the field can get close to φtr and undergo fast roll
motion even if φi is small, provided that the initial veloc-
ity φ˙i is large and positive. The right leg of the ∩ shaped
band shows all of the points for which this happens. Note
that the smaller φi, the larger is required φ˙i in order for
φ to get close to φtr. This is why the right leg is also
tilted to the left. If φ˙i becomes larger, the field will go
beyond φtr. This will lead to an oscillatory motion of φ.
As explained, it ends within a few Hubble times and is
followed by slow roll motion towards φ0 or −φ0.
One feature in Figs. (4,5,6) is that the ∩ shape fattens
(i.e. the distance between the left and right legs gets
larger) asHfalse increases
10. The reason being that φtr ∼
(HfalseMP)
1/4 and V (φtr) ∝ φ10tr , and hence the initial
velocity needed to get φ past φtr grows ∝ H5/4false as a
function of Hfalse. Then, since φ˙ is scaled ∝ Hfalse in
9 The plots are symmetric under φ → −φ. Here we have shown
the upper half of φ− φ˙ plane where φ ≥ 0.
10 At the first glance, it may seem that the ∩ shape gets further
tilted to the left and the horizontal part gets thinner as Hfalse
increases. However, these are not real effects as the vertical axis
is drawn for different ranges of φ in different figures.
the figures, the ∩ shape fattens ∝ H1/4
false
. In fact, this is
the reason why the attractor behavior holds for a wider
range of initial conditions as Hfalse increases.
In Fig. (7) we show a couple of examples of field mo-
tion for initial conditions which fall within the left and
the right legs of the inner most ∩ for Hfalse = 102mφ.
In the first case (top panel) φ moves fast towards φtr,
then undergoes fast roll motion, as a result of which it
overshoots φ0, and eventually settles at the origin. In the
second case (bottom panel) the field overshoots φ0 while
being in the kinetic energy dominance phase, and then
undergoes slow roll motion towards the origin. These
examples represent typical trajectories for the ∩ shaped
bands.
IV. DYNAMICS INSIDE THE BUBBLE AND
MSSM INFLATION
Here we consider the bubbles that have the right initial
conditions for MSSM inflation, i.e. φ has settled in the
plateau around a point of inflection according to Eq. (10).
The initial size of the bubble is r0 < H
−1
false
. Inside of
an expanding bubble has the same geometry as an open
FRW universe. The Hubble rate inside the bubble is
therefore given by
H2 =
Vφ + Vϕ
3M2
P
+
1
a2
, (33)
where a is the scale factor of the universe and Vϕ is the
energy density in the ϕ field. Note that ϕ is the field
responsible for forming the false vacuum, which could
either arise within MSSM or from some other sector. In
the last section we will provide an example of ϕ field as
an MSSM flat direction.
Since φ is inside the plateau of its potential, its dynam-
ics is frozen, hence V (φ) ∼ V (φ0) as long asH > HMSSM.
Right after tunneling, H ≡ a˙/a = r−10 > Hfalse. This im-
plies that the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (33)
dominates over the first two terms, and hence the uni-
verse is curvature dominated. The ϕ field oscillates
around the true vacuum of its potential at the origin,
and quickly decays to radiation whose energy density is
redshifted ∝ a−4. On the other hand the curvature term
is redshifted ∝ a−2, while V (φ) remains essentially con-
stant (due to extreme flatness of the inflaton potential)
forH > HMSSM. As a result, the universe inside the bub-
ble will remain curvature dominated until H ≃ HMSSM.
At this point the inflaton field φ dominates the en-
ergy density and a phase of MSSM inflation begins. This
blows the open universe inside the bubble and inflates
away the curvature term. As long as the total number of
e-foldings is NCOBE plus few, the observable part of the
universe looks like flat today (within the limits of 5 year
WMAP data) [3]. Perturbations of the correct size with
acceptable spectral index will be generated during the
slow roll phase, and the SM degrees of freedom will be
8created from the decay of φ field in the post-inflationary
phase [6].
V. METASTABLE VACUA IN MSSM
It is interesting that MSSM itself may have metastable
vacua that can drive a phase of false vacuum inflation
discussed above. Here we present a simple example when
such a vacuum may arise.
Let us begin by introducing the MSSM superpotential:
WMSSM = yuQHuu+ydQHdd+yeLHde+µHuHd, (34)
where Q, L are the left-handed quark and lepton su-
perfields respectively, u, d, e are the right-handed up-
and down-type quark and lepton superfields respectively,
and Hu, Hd are the Higgs doublets. Here yu, yd, ye
are Yukawa couplings of the up-type quarks, down-type
quarks, and charged leptons respectively. The parameter
µ ∼ O(TeV) is required for an acceptable electroweak
symmetry breaking. Here yu, yd, ye are 3 × 3 matrices
and we have omitted the family indices on the quarks and
leptons for simplicity. We work in the basis where the
Yukawa couplings are diagonalized. Each of the mono-
mials QHuu, QHdd, QHde represent a D-flat direction.
Note that the MSSM Yukawa couplings lift the F-flatness
at the renormalizable (n = 3) superpotential level. How-
ever, as we will see, higher order terms result in a non-
trivial modification to the MSSM potential.
Let us consider QHuu monomial (with associated
Yukawa coupling yQHuu). It represents a flat direction
ϕ =
Q+Hu + u√
3
. (35)
Under general circumstances, allowed by gauge invari-
ance, the superpotential also includes higher order terms
of the form (QHuu)
n and (QHuu)
n(HuHd). After rewrit-
ing them in terms of ϕ and χ ≡ Hd, the superpotential
reads (to the lowest order)
W ⊃ yϕ
3
3
+ λ
ϕ6
6M3
P
+ λ′
ϕ4χ
4M2
P
+ ..., (36)
where λ, λ′ are constants of O(1). The scalar potential
along the flat direction follows:
V (ϕ) = |yϕ2 + λ ϕ
5
M3
P
|2 +
(λ′2
16
|ϕ|8
M4
)
+ ... . (37)
We also have the contribution from soft supersymmetry
breaking terms Vsoft. However, as we will see shortly,
these terms are subdominant.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (37) van-
ishes at the origin ϕ = 0 and three other points with
radial and angular coordinates (ϕ0, θ0)
ϕ0 =
(y
λ
)1/3
M , 3θ0 + θλ − θy = π, 3π, 5π. (38)
Here θy, θλ are the phases of y and λ couplings respec-
tively. Note that y ≪ 1 except for the the top quark
Yukawa, and hence ϕ0 ≪ MP. This implies that the
higher order terms in Eq. (36), depicted as “..”, have a
subleading contribution and are indeed negligible.
The minima in Eq. (38) are separated from the origin
by a barrier whose height is given by
Vbarrier =
9
25
(2
5
)4/3
y2
( y
λ
)4/3
M4P. (39)
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (37) is
positive definite and lifts the potential at |ϕ| 6= 0. This
results in having three false minima at |ϕ| ∼ ϕ0. De-
pending on the relative size of y, λ, λ′, the potential at
the false minima Vfalse can assume any value
Vfalse <∼ Vbarrier. (40)
False vacuum inflation in these minima has a Hubble ex-
pansion rate:
Hfalse <∼
V
1/2
barrier√
3MP
<∼ y5/3MP . (41)
For y ∼ 10−5 − 10−2 (which is the case for all of the SM
Yukawa couplings except that of the top quark) the false
vacuum inflation could be driven at a Hubble rate as large
asHfalse ∼ 1014 GeV. Note that, as mentioned earlier, the
contribution of the supersymmetry breaking terms to the
false vacuum potential is negligible for Hfalse ≫ O(TeV).
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We discussed how the observable patch of the universe
could emerge after bubble nucleation from a false vacuum
via MSSM inflation. We discussed how the initial condi-
tions for MSSM inflation can be set in the background of
a false vacuum dominated inflation. In particular, we
showed in detail that a large phase space is available
where the trajectories asymptote towards the point of in-
flection around which MSSM inflation takes place, thus
making it a dynamically attractor solution. We also fur-
nished a simple example of constructing a false vacuum
within MSSM, indicating that both of the false vacuum
inflation and a subsequent slow roll inflation could occur
within the MSSM.
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